
Eaton Carnival Saturday 14th July 2018 
Saturday was perfect for a Netflix and Chill day, but unfortunately the Sharks were forced to swim upstream to 
put on a show at the Glen Huon Oval in Eaton. The Sharks were slightly undermanned after Sweet Pea’s 
overuse of lube left him with a bruised hand ruling him out for the day. Fortunately the poor weather was a 
perfect opportunity to drop numbers down to 16 a side to open up some space to show off the pure spectacle, 
that is Masters Football. Running out on the oval brought plenty of childhood memories flooding back as the 
condition of the oval was akin to running out onto a three leaf wheat crop in Kulin. Not unlike Kulin there was 
plenty of Boomers awaiting our arrival to try and halt the might of the Sharks. 

The ball was thrown up and quickly taken out of the middle by a cocky young boomer who while showing off his 
Disney on Ice rendition, lost the ball, which saw the Sharks go on the attack. Johnno was back in the fray after a 
week off in the sun and was quickly in the action. Johnno showed that his big head is perfect for wet weather 
football using it to smother a ball that saw him go down harder than Neymor Jr in a World Cup penalty box. 
Unfortunately this brilliant level of defensive heroism was overshadowed by the fact that the smother was from a 
kick that would have saw Crowdy push a kick deep in to our power forwards. Talking of power forwards, Macca 
had been channelling his inner Tex Walker which saw him go missing for much of the first half. Luckily for the 
Sharks the Boomers goal kicking was about as effective as the Fremantle Dockers, which saw Wazza pick up 
plenty of the ball on the wing as the Sharks bounced out of defence. Shiney’s smile doubled out on the ground 
as he relished the opportunity to push into the midfield and slog it out in the wet. The ball was pushing from end 
to end as the contrasting style of play was fully evident. The Boomers played with the reckless abandonment of 
a Clinton at a charity event, while the Sharks played with the precision of a Russian election hacker. Eaton's 
issues in front of goal continued when a Boomer was seen bounding into an open goal before spraying it to the 
right. Lucky for this Boomer their umpire brought back the advantage to have him slot it from 3 metres out. The 
act of compassion was applauded by our very own Fullback Terry so much so he offered the umpire a 30% off 
voucher at William Barrett & Sons. Johnno regained consciences late in the half to hit the scoreboard to see the 
Sharks go into the main break still in the game. 

The second half saw the sky’s open up, which saw the ground start to take on water. The slippery ball worked in 
the Boomers favour as their reckless style suited was better suited to the conditions. The Sharks defence of 
Spinner, Vossy, Terry and JC held together tight rebounding the ball to the Sharks midfield, who continued to 
handle the ball cleanly in space, which saw coach Smithy reap the rewards to push the ball deep in to the 
Sharks forward line. Macca woke up and started to work valiantly in the forward line against an opponent that 
could have been his illegitimate son. The one on one battle was one for the ages. It will be spoken about in the 
same sentence as Jakovich/Carey and Dunstall/Silvani. The scene was set, the ball was kicked long into the 
Sharks forward line and after some superb body work by Macca in the air, the space opened up in front of him 
like Moses had parted the sea and it looked like Macca was going to get one up on his younger opposition. 
Macca accelerated into the open goal reminiscent of a turtle chasing a snail, the ball was gathered, his eyes had 
lit up, the team was behind him, the crowd was waiting in anticipation for greatness, the ball left Macca’s hands 
with a perfect ball drop, the perfect connection and what, the ball failed to make the distance from 8 metres out. 
You would think the main man for Western Power would have had enough power from here. Macca hadn’t been 
caught this short since sharing a shower with China at Atlantis. This was the game changing moment, spirits 
were down and before we could regain our composure Eaton had slammed a few through the big sticks to finish 
the game ahead as the siren rang across the ground. 

The Sharks went into the carnival break desperate to redeem itself in the second a game. The energy around 
the dug out in the break was akin to a redneck at a vegan buffet. The rain started to pour but JC promised that 
he would call in a few favours to close the sky’s before we went back into battle. Coach Smithy analysed our 
early loss and after seeing some holes in our team went on the hunt to add some key members for the second 
game against the Pastimes. 

The Sharks were eager to atone for the earlier loss and bounded out onto the field with the vigour of Johnny 
Holmes on Viagra. Brett was sent into the ruck and looked more like a one legged stork in the rain early, than 
the much famed Pink Flamingo we were accustomed to. Going up against the premier ruckman in the South 
West Masters football league, Brett was able to grow another leg and hold his own as the game progressed. The 
Pastimes slotted through the first goal and thought they had the game in the bag. The Sharks responded and 
started to get on top through the midfield, finding another cog against the much fancied opposition. This saw the 
Sharks push the ball wide into the open spaces to give our half forwards plenty of opportunities. Proving a 
Boomer is always better in Blue and White, our recruit was able to push his earlier goal scoring woes aside to 
convert one from the boundary 40 metres out. This was a team booster which saw the Sharks gain momentum 
to slam on 3 in a row to go into half time with a handy lead. 

The Sharks came out of the main break in game 2 full of confidence and looking to put the Pastimes to the 
sword. Spinner had stepped up and was proving to be a handful for the opposition. The backline were holding up 
well in defence closing down the opposition’s space. The Pastimes were relentless around the contest, but not 
unlike a virgin at Fitzy’s, were unable to capitalise on their opportunities. On the flipside the Sharks were 



effective in getting the ball away from the contest to showcase our silky skills. Fergy pushed into the ruck which 
gave us an added boost around the ground in the air, which saw repeat entries into the Sharks forward line. 
Macca convinced he was outside of the square in regards to his miss earlier in the day was eager to show he 
still had, it and this was simply a once off missed opportunity. The ball again flew into the Sharks forward line 
with Macca in the prime position to use his skills to atone for his earlier sins. As the wise old Shark he is, Macca 
got even closer to the line to ensure he would make the distance this time. With a plan like this what could go 
wrong. In all Macca’s confidence in his genius plan, he forgot to make contact with the ball, which saw it bounce 
into the post from 20cm out. While Macca owns some of the biggest missed opportunities in Sharks history, this 
will go down as the greatest missed opportunity since Blockbuster failed to buy Netflix for 50 million. Luckily for 
the Sharks we had done enough in the first half to run out victors as the final siren sounded. 

Despite the weather it was a fantastic day of Masters Football played in the right spirit of the game. The 
comradery continued into the change rooms where we shared a beer and debated if any of us had seen a worse 
goal miss in AFL history. We look forward to getting a few players back for the trek to take on the Busselton 
Magpies in two weeks. 

 


